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1 Introduction 

The symmetries of space-times were systematically investigated in terms of the 
motion of pseudo-classical spinning point particles described by the supersym
metric extension of the usual relativistic point particle.Such a supersymmetric 
theory possesses a supercharge Q generating the supersymmetry transforma
tion between the particle's position x~" and the particle's spip. xa' which must be 
introduced to forbid the negative norm states of spin due to indefinite Lorentz 
metric 7]ab.lt was a big success of Gibbons et al. (1] to have been able to show 
that the Killing-Yano tensor [2], which.; had long been known to relativistic 
as a rather mysterious structure, can be understood as an object generating 
" a non-generic" supersymmetry,i.e a supersymmetry appearing only in spe
cific spacetimes (1]. In a. geometrical setting , symmetries are connected with 
isometrics associated with Killing vectors, and more generally, Killing tensors 
on the configuration space of the system.An example is the motion of a point 
particle in a space with isometrics (3], which is a physicist's way of studying 
the geodesic structure of a manifold. The non-generic symmetries were investi
gated in the case of Taub-NUT metric (4] and extended Taub-NUT metric (5]. 
The geometrical interpretation of Killing tensors was investigated in (6]. Re
cently Holten [7] have presented a theorem concerning the reciprocal relation 
between two local geometries described by metrics which are Killing tensors 
with respect to one another. If K~"" are the contravariant components of a 
Killing tensor with respect to the inverse metric g~"", then g~"" must repre
sent a Killing tensor with respect to the inverse metric defined by K"". The 
physical interpretation of the dual metrics was not clarified. In this paper we 
investigate the geometric duality which exist between g~"" and !(,.,. The main 
aim of this paper i~ to investigate generic and non-generic symmetries of the 
dual metrics K~"" and to construct the dual spinning space. Spinning space 
was constructed without introduction of torsion. The introduction of torsion is 
riot crucial here. 

The plan of this paper is the following: 
In Section 2 we analysed the generic and non-generic symmetries of the 

·metric K,.., which is dual to g~""' In Section 3 the dual spinning space was 
constructed. In Section 4 we present our conclusions. 

2 Sy1nmetries and geometric duality 

Let a space with metric g,.., admits a Killing tensor field K,.., . .-\ Killing tensor 
is a symmetric tensor which satisfies the following relation: 

D.\K,.., + D,.IC.\ + D.,K~~" = 0 (1) 
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where D represent the covariant derivative. The equation·ofmotion of a par-
ticle on a geodesic is derived from the action ·. ,·; ' 

J d ( 1 .· . ·v) . S = · r ?.g~"~x~"x . 

The Hamiltonian is constructed in the following form H 
Poisson brackets are 

{x~',p"} = 8~ . 

'. (2) 
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The equation of motion for a phase space function F(x,p) can be computed 
from the Poisson brackets with the Hamiltonian 

F.= {F,H}. (4) 

From the covariant component KI'V of the Killing tensor we can construct a 
constant of motion K, . · 

, 10' ~"" 
li = 2/\~".,p p. 

We can easy verified that 
{H,K} ='= 0. 

If we denote D to be tlle covariant derivative in respect to g~'" 
covariant derivative with respect ~o K~'" then: . 

D>.gi'V = 0 
D>.I<~"" + D~"Kv>. + DvK>.p. = 0 

D>.KI'V = 0 
D>.91'v +DI'gv>. + D.,g>.l', = 0 . 

(5) 

"(6) 

and b the 

'• 

(7) 

(8) 

On the other hand between the connections' f~>. and f~>. is an i~tei:esting 
relation . l· 

'' (9) f~>. .=:= r~>. - K~"5 
Dsf<v>. 

As is well known for a given metric g~'" the conformal transformation is defined . :' '' ,, ' ,, . ' - ' ( ' 

as 

gl'" 
g~'" 

e2
U 9~"" 

_ e-2U g~"" 
- j ·~ 1 

,U=U(x). 

From( 10)the relation between the corresponding connections is 
' l " ' ; 

where U'>. = dU 
dx • 

• >. >. >. , >. 
r ~'-" = r ~"" + 28c~"U"l- g~".,U 

r , 

~ l?!lu~:ii!~<:;.~ft 1;:~:n.tyr I 
t.,.• .., f'- U-,rt.:.-u7:_H3~ ~ t!ll'!.:,.i1t.!.A HC, ."t •• _...__..,;,.,Jl 

' Si1Sil~10TSKA . ---

.(10) 

' (11) 



After calculations we conclude that the dual transformation (9) is not a 
conformal transformation. · 

. It is easy to check that the metric I<"v = J">.J; has an inverse if the 
dimension of manifold are even. 

The next step is to investiagte the symmetries of the dual manifold KJJv· 
Theorem I . ' · 

· The metric and the dual metric have the same generic symmetries if 
.J 

DsK"vX6 = 0. 

Proof. 

(12) 

Let r~A and r~A be the connections corresponding to 9pv and respectively 
I<pv· We have the following very important relation 

r~A = r~A - ]{"6 Dsi<v>. 0 (13) 

Taking into account (13) Killing's vectors equations in the dual space are the 
following form 

DpXv + DvXi< + 2I<6u Dsi<pvXu = 0 · (14) 

where Xu are Killing vectors in the dual space and Drepr~sents the covariant 
derivative on manifoldg"v . Let Xu be the Killing vectors corresponding to 
gpv· When we suppose that Xu =Xu froll!- (12) and (14) we can obtain that 

Dsi<~vX8 = DsK"vX6 = 0. (15) 

~f we assume that (12) is valid from\14) we can deduce that. Xu =Xu· Q.E.D. 

An interesting case arises when K"v satisfies the following relation D>.I<pv = 
TJ>.Kpv· Then we have the same generic symmetries for given manifold and for 
dual manifold if 
' TJsx." = TJsX6 = 0. (16) 

Another very interesting case arises when D>.I<pv = 0. Then we have the s~mc 
generic symmetries for the manifold and its dual. 

Theorem 2 

The metric and the dual metric have the same non-generic symmetries if' 

fvsK 6u Du"f<JJA + 2fu>.I<uS Dsi<pv + fpuKuS D6I<v>. = 0. ( 17) 

Proof. 
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We suppose that metric g"~ admits a Killing-Yano tensor f 1,v.A Killing
Yano tensor is an antisymmctric tensor[7,8) which satisfies the following equa-

t.ions 
JJ>,j1tv + D1Jv.\ = 0 . ( 18) 

Because 
I , f J'i. r fa ·a· 
\JtV =: IJ.{3 v ==== . p.a v == eJlCva ( 19) 

W<' hav<' that. 
f(JW == /1~ fva == C~Cva . (20) 

If we take the dual in (20) we obtain that 

9JtV = C~Cva = i,~Jva. (21) 

Taking into account that 
J,~.v == /1mC~ (22) 

from (20) ,(21) and (22) we deduce 

J,w == .......... J,w . (:23) 

From (IS) and (23) the metric and its dual niust hav<' the same Killing- '{a no 

tensors. 
On the other hand from ( 13) Killing-Yano equations in the dual span• han• 

the form . ·. 

D,.Jv>. + DvJ,,>. D
1
./v>. + Dv/1,,\ + fvsf\~" JJ,J\,,.\+ 2/,.d\"~ /)~1\liv' 

+ fw,K'' 6 DsKv.\=0 (2·1) 

where D represents the covariant derivative corresponding to g1,,. If we suppose 

t.hat (17) is satisfied then J"v = - f"v is a Killing- Yano tt•nsor.If \\"<' suppos<' 
that ]

1
tv = - f

1
tv is a Killi~1g-Yano tensor then from (2·1) W<' dedurc ( 17). 

When this Theorem is satisfies the metric and its dual han• tll(' same non

generic symmetries. QED 
A solution of Eq.(31) is f 1tv = b"v where b"v is a nmstant antisymnwt rir 

tensor. ' . . ': . 

If the manifold admits a Killing tensor K 1,v satisfying D.\ K1w = 0 I hcn dual 
manifold ha~ t.he same'tiymmet:ries like initial manifold. 

An interesting example is Kerr- Newmann met. ric [ 1]. 
The Kt~rr-Newmann geonwt.'ry desnibcs a charg<'d si>inning black hi>h-: in a 
standard choice of coordinates the metric is given by the rull~m·iilg lil\l; eleim·nt; 

' ' ,, 

2 
-~· , 2 sin(0)2 . . z {/. . ·. . 

d.~ =- pz [dt- asin 2 (0)d<p) + -pz-- [(r· 2 + a2 )d<p- ad!] + J.dr
2 + p2

d0:(2:i) 

;; 



Here 

~ ~ P + a2 - 2Mr + Q2,p2 = r 2 + a2cos20 (26) 

with Q the background electric charge, and J = M a the total angular mo
mentum. The expression for ds2 only describes the fields outside the horizon, 
which is located at 

r = M + (M2 _ Q2 _ a2)I/2. 

The Killing Yano tensor for the Kerr~NeV{man is defined by [1 J 

~ fllvdxll 1\ dx" = a cos 0 dr 1\ ( dt - a sin2 0 d</J) 

+r sin 0 dO 1\ [-a dt + (r2 + a 2) J<PJ. 

(27) 

(28) 

The Kerr-Newman metric admits a second-rank Killing tensor field.lt can 
be described in this coordinate system by the quadratic form 

di<2 = Kllvdxlldx" = a
2

c052
20~ [dt- asin20dtp] 2 + 

' . p 

r2 sin2 (} [( 2 2)d - d ] 2 - . p2 d 2 p2 d02 
2 , : r + a. tp a t 'A 2 . 2 0 r + 2 

p · ua cos r (29) 

Its contravariant components define the inverse metric gil" of the dual ge
ometry.From [7] we know that the dual line element is 

-2 . ~ [ . . 2 ] 2 sin
2 

B [ 2 2 · ·] 2 ds = 2 2 2 0 dt- a sm Odtp + - 2 -2 (r +a )dtp- adt 
· p a cos · p r · 

p2 2 p2 2 
A 2~0dr + 2dO. (30) ua cos · r · 

: providing an explicit expression for the dual metric. 
'Kerr~Newman m~tric admits two Killing vectors ft and 

8
8"'.Because K1l.,.is 

dual to gil" and /{ll" are dual to gil" is interesting to investigate the generic and 
nori.~'ge~eri~ symmetries in this two ~ases. Using Theorem 1 the ~orresponding 
Killing vectors for dual metrics (29) and (30) are found to be the same as for 
Kerr-Newman metric(25). 

. We usc now Theorem 2 for investigation non-generic symmetric of dual 
met~ics (29) and (30). The equations (24) have no solutions for f~>v given by 
(28). This means that the metric ]{llV do not admits Killing~Yano tensors. 

The Killing~ Yano equations corresponding to dual metric from (30) are (2] 
' ' ' 

D,Jv>. + D.,Jil>. + J~D5Kil>. + 2ff DufCil + f~JJ5Kv>. = 0 - (31) 
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We suppose that metric g1w admits a Killing-Yano tensor f 1w .. A.. Killing
Yano tensor is an antisymmetric tensor[7,8} which satisfi~s the following'equa-

lions ' D>.J,,.,+ D,Jv.\ = 0. . ( 18) 

Because 
! ' f Jll r fa •a. 
\1-'v = p.{3 v === . ,_,a v = EI'Cva (19) 

WP hav<' that. 
i{1w == f,~fva == c:Cva , (20) 

If we take the dual in (20) we obtain that 

g,,v == C~Cva =,j,~jva. (21) 

Taking into account that 
JJLII = ~~~11{~; (22) 

from (20) ,(21) and (22) we deduce 

f1w = - j,,v . (23) 

From ( 18) and (2:!) the metric and its dual must have the same Killing- '{a no 

tensors. 
On the other hand fi:om ( 1:!) Killing-Yano equations in the dual spac<' ha\·<' 

the form 

D1Jv>. + D.,j1,). 
D1Jv>. + JJ,;J,,>. + fv5}{5~ /)"/\,,.\ + 2J".d\"

6 
/J,d\JIV ' 

+ fw,/(" 5 D6I<v.\ = 0 (2·1) 

where D represents the covariant derivative corresponding to g1,.,. If we suppose 

that ( 17) is satisfied then jll" = - f 1w is a Killing- Yano t.ensor.lf we suppose 
that. j

1
w = - f

1
,., is a Killing-Yano tensor then from (2·1) W<' deduce ( 17). 

When this Theorem ·i~ satisfies the metric and its dua.l haY<' thP same !JOn-

generic symmetries. QED . . . . 
A solution .of Eq.(31) is J;,., = b1,., wherebll" is a constant. ant.isymnwt ric 

tensor. · · 
If the manifold admits a Killing tensor K1w sa:tisfyi1;g /J.\/\1,., = 0 I hen dual 
manifold has the same syn'mwtrie~ like initial manifold. 

An intewsting example is I<err-Newmann metric [1] . 
The Kerr-Newmann ge~Jmel.ry''de~ci·ibes a charged spi1ining black holP: in a 
stan;hinl choice of coonlinates thi~ metric is giVPn by the following lim· <'l<·nwn.t: 

I • • • 

2 ·~ 2 . 2 . sin(0)2 .{ ; 2 rl ' . ' 
d., = - 1 [dl- a sin (O)dtp} + --

2
- [(1' + a2 )dtp- atll] + -dr

2 + r?do:('2;:.) 
p p ~ 

!i 



Here 
·-i 

'.6. = r 2 + a 2 -c2Mr + Q 2, p2 '=' r 2 + (? c6s2 0 (26) 

with Q the background electric charge, and J =Mathe total angular mo
mentum. The expression for ds2 only describes the fields outside the horizon, 
which is located at 

r = M + (M2 _ Q2 _ a2)I/2. (27) 

The Killing Yano tensor for the Kerr-Ne~rnan is defined by [1] 

~ fl'vdx~' 1\ dxv = a cos 0 dr 1\ ( dt - a sin 2 0 d</>) 

+r sinO dO 1\ [-adt + (r2 +_a 2)d¢>]. (28) 

The Kerr-Newman metric admits a second-rank Killing tensor field.It can 
be described in this coordinate system by the quadratic form 

2 2 0.6.. 
d[{2 = [{~'vdx~'dxv =a cos

2 
[dt- asin20d<p] 2 + 

P- . . 
2.· 20 2 2 

r SI~ [(r2+a2)d<p-_adt]2- .6. p 20dr2+P2d02, 
p · · · · a 2 cos r (29) 

Its contravariant components define the inverse metric g~'v of the dual ge
ometry. From [7] we know that' the dual line element is 

ds
2 = 2 2 .6. 2 O '[dt - asin:Od<p)2 + si~

2 

2° [ (r2 +a2)d<p-- adt] 2 
pacos .. . ···-·. pr. ·-

2 . 2 

_P·--dr2 + !!_d02 

.6.a2 cos2 0 · r2 · 

· . .,..::.:_ 

. (30) .. 
providing an explicit expression for the dual metric. 
Kerr-Newman metric admits two Killing vectors ~ and ; .Because K~'v is 

<p • • 
dual to g~'v and /(~'v are dual to g~'v is interesting to investigate the_ge,l)eric and 
non~generic symmetries in this two cases. Using Theorem 1 the corresponding 
Killing vectors for duali:netrics (29) and (30) are found to be the s~rne a~ for 
Kerr-Newman rnetric(25). 

We use now Theorem 2 for i~vestig~tion non-generic symmetric. of d_~!a] 
rrJetrics :(29) and (30). The equations (24) have no solutions for f~'v given by 
(28). This meahs that the metric /(J'V d~ not admits Killing_:Yano tensors. 

The, Killing-Yano equations corresponding to ~ual metric from (30) are [2] 

DI'Jv>. + Dvfl'>. + tDsi<I'>. + 2/f Dui<vl' + f:DsKv>. = 0 . (31) 

fi 

;\ 
\{ 

\) 

Here Dl' represents the covariant cleri~at_ive70lffSp~mding to]{Jlv· After 
very tedious calculations we found th-.it -tlie equation~' (3i) liaveno' solutions. 

In conclusion the dual metrics. (29) and (30) have no_ non-g~n~ric symme-
tries. · · . ·· •· - :··· .. · -' · "· ·:.:·- .:·~~-- -:-·~·;:-,:, ·•·. -.~.: ... ~ -.~~- . 

Now. we' want to inve~tigate the -~~~nectio~ . between: Riem~nn ~~rv~tu~~ 
tensor, Ric~i,Ric;ci scalar of m~nifold_g;v and the corresp~~di~g expression·~ 
for the dual rr{etri~; K~'v· ·We know that. ' . . ·· . · _:-. . 

Repu = reu,p- rep,u + r~"r~P- r~Pr~" (32) 

then the corresponding dual Riemann curvature tensor flepu has the following 
expression 

• {3 ·:_ p '!3 
Rvpu - Rvpu + Rvpu (33) 

where R'£," is given by 

R'!,u = -(K!3
5
DsKvuh + (J(!3XDxi<vp),u- r~UJ(!3XJ)Xj{Oip 

r !J }'015D }" +f01 }"!3xD }."J·~·nl3 }'OisD· '}".. . 11 01p i.. 5 'vu vp 1. X 1.iJp T 1 ;;.u i.. S 1-vp 
K

015 DsK~uK!3~ DxKOip + K 015 DsKvpK!3xDxK;,u. . , , (34) 

The explicit expressio~:fo~ tlie Ricci tensor is 

·R - f 01 f 01 ·. ·. f 01 r!3 . rOI· f!3 (35) J'V- J'OI,V- fV•~-.- J'~ a{J,+_,.J'{J_VcX, 

The dual Ricci tensor can be written as 

where 

Rl'-v ~ Rl'v + R:v 

R:v = -(I{OIXDXJ{J'Oih + (KOIXDXKJ'v),a- r~J{!3S DsKa{3 

f~!J/{!36 DsKva - f~!3f{axDxKI'v- reaf{ox Dx/{~!3'' 
!(!3

6 
/{ax DxKI'vD_sKa{3 +/{)ax DxKI'!3/{{3SDsKvc; . 

If the metric gl'v satisfie~ Einstein's equations in vacuu,m 

1 
RJ'V - 291'vf!- == 0 

then the dual metric Kl'v satisfies the following equation 

• ' 1 >.u 
(R>.u __ - R;.u)(t5;.J'Ouv- 291'~~ ) = 0 

~here Rl'v and R~v are given by (36) and (37). 
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3 Dual spill:nirig space 

The purpose of this section is to construct the dual spinning s'p'ace. The ~on
generic symmetries on the manifolds are related to the existence of Killing
Yano tensors [3]. Let a theory described by the vielbein e~ and having a Killing
Yano tensor f~" 11 = J;e11a.This. theory 'has a supersymmetry des~ribed by the 
supercharge Q = e~P~"t,ba,where the momentum P~" has the form P,.. = x11

g 11,_.. 
The non covariant Poisson bracket read ·' 

Q f = '.r:: P,_.t,ba +'~CabctPatPbtPc (10) 

where 
Cabi: = e~e~e~D>JJ"II. (41) 

By construction Q and Q f satisfies 

{Q,QJ}I=O (42) 

where noncovariant Poisson brackets are 

{F G} = aF aa _ aF aa i(-ltF aF aa. a:- aa · i(-ltFaF aa. 
' I ax~" PI" PI" ax~" + at,&a at,&a a PI" ax~ + t,ba at,&a 

. (43) 

The dual theory is described by a vielbein e~ and the Killing-Yano tensor 
Lll ·= - !,..11. The momentum p,.. is given by 

P~" = x11 I<,..~~. (44) 

The noncovariant Poison bracket are in,this case 

{F G} = aj ac: _a: aG +i(-1tFaFaG 
' II ax" aP,.. aP,.. ax~" t,ba at,&a 

(45) 

The supercharges has the form 

Q = t,bae~P~" (16) 

the new supercharge has the form' · 

Q f = 1/Ja J;'P~" + it,bat,bbt,bccabc ( 4 7) 

with 
{Q,Qj}II=O. (18) 

Be~~use we have ]~" 11 ~ - f,_. 11 the supercharges Q and Q j have the forms 

Q = u-I)~xllt,ba ( 1!J) 

Here D,.. represents the covariant Aerivative.corr~sppnding ~oJ<~"11 ,· After 
very tedious calculations we found that the ~'quations (31) have no solutions. 

In conclusion the,dual metrics (29) and.(30),have no ngn-generic.symme
tries. 

' ''l· ;, 
' 

Now we w~nt to inve~tig~te the connection ,between' Riemann cur~ature 1 • 

tensor, Ricci,Ricci scalar of manifold 9~"11 and t~e corresponcling,expressions 
for the dual metrics /{~"11 • We know 'that .... ,, . ,:. :· . ,, .. 

R~pu = f~u,p- f~p,u + r~"r~P -r~pr~" (32i 

then the corresponding dual Riemann curvature tensor R~P" has the following 
expression 

'{3 .:_ .p. 1{3 

R11pu - R11pu + R11pu 

where R'!," is given by 
':1 

Rlfl 
11pu == -(Kfl

5 
D5K11u h + (KflxDxKIIp),u- f~"f{flXDxKap 

f~P/{a5 
D5K11u + f~P]{flxDxlCP + f~u'/{<>5 D5K~P 

Ka
5 
D5I<11uKflx Dx_Kap + /{<>5 D5f{IIPJ{flxDxKa~ 

The explicit expression for t'he Ricci tensor is 
'.• 

R,..ll = r~a,11 -· r~~~,a - f~J~~ + r~flr~a 
The dual Ricci tensor can be written as 

where 

R~" 

Rl"ll = R/1>11 + R~ll 

-(KaxDxK,_.a).v + (K<>xDxf<JJ.v),a- f~"Kf35D5Kaf3 
f~f3/{f35 D5!Ca- f~fJ/{<>XDxK,_.v .:_ f~af{<>XDxi<jJ.fJ 
f{fl

5 
/{<>XDxi<JJ.;D5Kaf3 +/{ax DxKJJ.f3/{f35 D5I<11a. 

If the metric 9~" 11 satisfie~ Einstein's equations in ":~cuum 

R .1 R' 
Jjl/- -g,_.ll ·= 0 

,o2 

then the dual metric /{~"" satisfies the following equation 

(33) 

{ ,(34): 

· (3s) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

• 1 • • 1 >.u 
(R).u ~ R).u),(o~.".?~~~ -:. ?,91:'."9 ) = 0 .. . ,..(?9) 

where R~"" and R~11 are given by (36) and (37). 



3- Dual spinning space . 

The purpose of this section'is'to construct the dual spinning space. The non
generic symmetries on the manifolds are related to the existence of Killing
Yano ,tensors [3]. Let a theory described by the vielbein e~ and having a Killing
Yano tensor fl'v = f;eva·This theory has a supersymmetry described by the 
supercharge Q = e~P~'lj>a,where the momentum PI' has the form P'" = x"gvw 
The noncovariant Poisson bracket read 

Q f = f~ Pl'lj>a + icabcl/>al/>bl/>c ( 40) 

where 
Cabc = e~ei:e~D>.fl'v . 

By construction Q and Q f satisfies 

{Q,QJ}I=O 

where noncovariant Poisson brackets are 

(41) 

(42) 

{F G} = aF aa _ aF aa i(-I)aF BF·BG a: aa + i(-ItFaF aa. 
' 1 ox~' PI' PI' ox~'+ 81/>a 81/>a 8P~' ox~' 1/>a 81/>a 

(43) 
The dual theory is described by a vielbein e~ and the Killing-Yano tensor 

jl'v = - fl'"" The momentum P~' is given by 

PI'= :i;"J(IJV• (44) 

The noncovariant Poison bracket are in this case 

{F G} = of aq _ a: aa i(-ItFaF ac 
, II ox~' BPI' a PI' oxl' + 1/>a 81/>a 

(45) 

The supercharges has the form 

Q = lj>ae~PI' (46) 

the new supercharge has the form 

Qf = lj>aj;PI' + ilj>alj>blj>ccabc (47) 

with 
{Q,Qj}u=O. (18) 

B~dmse we have jl'" ,;, - f'"" the super~harg~s Q and Q i have the forms 

Q = u-l )~x" 1/>a ( 1!)) 

8 
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\ 

and •.· 

{1. = (f-1 )b e'"(f-1 )a · v ·'· + if.'' '"!.>. H .t.~,;,b 1 c ( -o) 
c( f ' ,, b .,x '1/~ 3 ? J b c. ,..,>. '1/ 'f' lp - . ,J 

Here 

II =~(of'""+ ofv.\ + oh'") ,..,>. '} a >- a a . 
tJ X,,l X~ .. xv- (51) 

The dual spinning space was constructed naturally without introduction of 
torsion. In [7] the torsion was. considered but the consistency condition. (21) 
were not taking into account. 

4 Conclusions 

Hecently Holten [7] has presented a t.heoi·em concerning the.reciprocal relation 
bc•tween two local geometries described by met.rics which are Killing tensors 
with respect. to one another. lhJfort.unatdy Ilolte1J found the geometric duality 
between g 1"' and /,·,..,~ · · · · 

In this paper we have investigate the geometric duality bdwc;en g1,~ and 
a Killing tensor K,,.,. We found an interesting relation bctwc'eii 'c(l!llli;ctions 
corresponding to g1.., and /(,,.,. Relation ( 11) is important from gcon]('trical 
point of view because it can be gene~·alized ~hei~ /(

1
.., is· pot.'!-, I~illing tensor. 

Symmetries of the dual J'na!Jifolds 1{_1.., were investigated.Tiw manifold g
1
.., and 

its dual metric K,.., have the same Killing- Yano tensors .f,.., if and only if ( 17) 
Js zero.,, 

The dual manifold K,.., has the same Killing vectors as g
1
,
1
, in a part indar 

case when ])>.!{,.., = 0 or D>.K1.., = 1]>./{1..,. 

The dual spinning space was constructed without. introduction of torsion. 
Dual I<err-Newmann metric has the same Killing vectors as Kc•rr-1\cwmann 
metric but has no Killing- Yano tensors. In this case we can not construct a 
dual spinning space .This result is different from those obt.ai11Pd in [7]. 

A special case arises when we investigate dual Einstein's md rirs.If g
1
,., 

belongs to typeD and N in the Petrov's classificatio11,then it has 1\illing-Yano 
tensors. A special attention will be devoted to Taub-NUT because' it has OIIC' 

Killing- Yano tensor and three complex structures [!>]. 
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Eaneauy ,I:{. 
CnMMeTpnn .uyanbHhiX.MeTPHK 

J1ccJie.UYJOTC»: reoMeTPll'IeCKM .UYaJJbHOcTb Me; 

KHJinnura K 11v. Haif.ueHbi ycnoBH»:, npn KOTopbiX 

.uyanhHOil K11v - o.unHaKOBhi. B cnyqae, Koma MeT}: 
uoscKoil, uail.ueHbi cooTseTcTsyromne ypa~ueu~I»: }1.1 

,I:{yanbHoe cnnuopuoe npoCTpaHCTBO noCTpo 
06mne peJyJihTaTbi npnMeHeHbi B cnyqae MeTPHKH 

Pa6oTa Bbmonueua B Jla6opampnn reopeTntJe, 
6osamum. 

npenpHHT 06'bellHHeHHOfO HHCTHTYTa JlllepHLIX HC 

Baleanu D. 
Symmetries of the Dual Metrics 

We study the geometric duality between the 1 

K11v. We found the conditions when the symmetrie: 

metric K
11
v are the same. Dual spinning space was < 

of torsion. The general results are applied to the ca 

The investigation has been performed at 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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